# Current Global Citizenship Program Students

## Atherton High School
- Arianna Camacho
- Rose Cooper
- Audrey Buchanan-DeWitt
- Zoe Hwang
- Ashley Iglesias
- Jaydon Michalczyk
- Sophia Retone
- Sydney Reynolds
- Gabriella Slaughter
- Simone Spencer

## Central High School
- Yareli Almazan
- Michael Bell
- Amileon Brittle
- LaShon Clemmons
- Karen Dominguez

## Dupont Manual High School
- Jailynn Peasant
- Nanni Shamsudeen
- Dynasty Watkins
- Alayna Williams
- Andreas Woods

## Fairdale High School
- Jailynn Peasant
- Nanni Shamsudeen
- Dynasty Watkins
- Alayna Williams
- Andreas Woods

## Kentucky Country Day
- Hannah Donan

## Sacred Heart Academy
- Abigail Fulton
- Ally Harris
- Kennedy Withers

## South Oldham County High School
- Cameron Sauge